Enrich Your LMS with
How-To Video Tutorials
Integrating Video Training into
Corporate Learning

SpeachMe is a video knowledge transfer solution that enables enterprises leveraging SAP, Oracle, Cornerstone OnDemand or any Learning Management System (LMS) to integrate How-To tutorials into their learning environment. With
SpeachMe, organizations can enrich the overall corporate training experience through formal and informal video that
augments face-to-face trainings.
The LMS is the center of employee learning at many organizations. These solutions are excellent repositories for
documents, slide decks and other text-based content. SpeachMe is designed to help improve online learning by
seamlessly merging video, documents, screen captures, hyperlinks and more to create microlearning content that can
be viewed inside your learning management system.
SpeachMe and your Learning Management System are complementary technologies that when combined help
improve online training at any organization.

More Engaging Training Content
The LMS is an important platform for any eLearning
program, unfortunately these tools do not allow training
and development professionals to take full advantage
of the most engaging format for online learning - the
How-To video. As distracted employees demand more
engaging training experiences, incorporating brief yet
informative video presentations into corporate
learning is a must. SpeachMe enables more eﬀective
learning in a video format optimized for information
delivery and retention.

Embed Videos
Enrich your LMS by embedding video knowledge
capsules from SpeachMe throughout your platform.
Create video learning paths with snackable content
that features polls, quizzes and other interactive
elements to help improve engagement with the
material. Power microlearning by allowing employees
to watch, rate and share video presentations that are
seamlessly embedded in any new page in your LMS.

Easy Video Creation
With the easy to use SpeachMe solution your subject
matter experts can contribute to the organization’s
learning culture by sharing their expertise through video.
With options to annotate and edit your video tutorials,
the cloud-based product doesn’t require downloads and
works with any browser or operating system. For
employees working in the field, the SpeachMe Studio
app for smartphone or tablet allows for just-in-time
knowledge sharing through quick mobile video capture.

Searchable Video Library
SpeachMe serves as the central repository for all new and
existing video inside your LMS. With powerful search,
employees can find specific words, phrases or topics
across the entire video library to quickly access the
information they need in real-time. A solution specifically
built for video, SpeachMe provides an optimal viewing
experience on desktop or mobile without buﬀering or file
type limitations. In addition, SpeachMe oﬀers detailed
viewer analytics to track course completion and
engagement with the content.

With SpeacheMe, organizations can improve
operations and enhance training by integrating
short video capsules into any Learning
Management System. Empower resident experts to
participate in the quick sharing of informal
knowledge, while creating an on-demand library of
digital media assets easily accessible from any
device. SpeachMe helps transform your LMS into a
dynamic video learning environment powered by
skilled professionals.

Capture
Choose a skill or piece of knowledge to share with
your team or customers, break it down into smaller
steps, and add one or several diﬀerent media
formats including video, slides and documents.

Share
Publish the Speach to share with your department
or across the entire organization. For sensitive
information, create a private group of users and
invite your team.

Manage
Collect the data you need : who’s watched, for how
long, feedback, badges given and more. Reply to
user questions or comments.

Key Features
Smartphone, Tablet & Webcam Capture
Upload Video
Create Slides
Screen Recording
Edit Video
Versions Stored
Quizzes and Badges

Select Customers

About SpeachMe
SpeachMe is a cloud-based video knowledge transfer solution built to meet the needs of the global aviation industry. SpeachMe
enables employees to quickly and easily create and share engaging “How To” video capsules with their colleagues through
interactive rich media tutorials that feature video, audio, annotations, documents and quizzes. SpeachMe empowers professionals
to collaborate, communicate and be more productive.
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